Cloud fax for OncoEMR oncology practices

We have partnered with Flatiron Health’s OncoEMR® for more than a decade to provide hundreds of practices with API-integrated cloud fax for both inbound and outbound delivery from the convenience of their EMR platform.

Reliable, secure cloud fax

Traditionally, medical practices have relied on analog hardware and physical fax machines to deliver and receive patient data. We think it’s time to upgrade.

- Ensure secure communications around medical records, referral requests, sending and receiving lab results, and communicating with other providers.

- InterFAX Outbound Faxing – InterFAX’s API allows subscribers to send secure PHI directly from a fax queue from within the EMR.

- InterFAX Inbound Faxing - InterFAX’s SFTP site allows subscribers to receive secure PHI directly to a repository from within the EMR that provides a sorting and routing workflow.

Flexible pricing structure

We provide scalable pricing to ensure that practices of any size can adjust service to their needs. No more worrying about monthly minimums or overages during busy seasons.

- Monthly subscription plans create structured packages starting at $9.95/month.

- Pre-paid pricing packages to send high volumes at lower rates per page.

- Payment is as simple as a credit card or purchasing pre-paid credits.

- No set-up fees, no contracts, and no long-term commitments.
Reliable, secure cloud fax communications and support

OncoEMR users benefit from using InterFAX to streamline communications.

**Seamless integration**
- Direct, comprehensive integration with EMRs
- Send PHI directly from a fax queue
- Receive secure PHI directly to a repository to kick off a sorting and routing workflow

**Fast set up and user adoption**
- Quick implementation ensures business continuity
- Intuitive, user-friendly web interface that requires little to no training

**Superior product support**
- Dedicated, real-time support from an InterFAX engineer and account manager
- Reliable, fast resolution for urgent issues

**Secure and compliant fax service**
- All inbound and outbound faxes are secured by robust security features including encryption, user authentication, automatic fax removal, and more
- Compliant to HIPAA and PHIPA regulations
- Complete audit trail of faxes sent

**Improved patient services**
- Reliable communications between providers
- Faster patient service by replacing manual workflows with automation

**Reduced costs**
- Eliminate costs associated with hardware, IT infrastructure, and telecom maintenance
- Flexible monthly or pre-paid pricing packages allow practices to pay only for what they fax and scale to meet their needs
- Versatile API developer options allow users to customize our service to their IT needs

---

"We needed an inbound cloud faxing solution that would integrate directly within our EMR. Our busy staff adapted very fast. InterFAX has been a game changer for our practice."

Dothan Hematology & Oncology, Alabama
InterFAX empowers users to cost-effectively fax at volume to anywhere in the world quickly, reliably, and securely from a web interface with no installations needed.

With InterFAX, users can choose their pricing package and customize services to their needs using an integrated faxing developer API.

InterFAX is proud to partner with OncoEMR to provide leading HIPAA-compliant cloud fax technology that ensures reliable, secure inbound and outbound service.

Complementary products
Pair InterFAX with other document workflow products for a secure, automated end-to-end experience.

- Intelligent Capture
- AccuRoute
- FileBound

Ready to get things done?
Let us show you what Upland InterFAX can do.

Upland InterFAX empowers users to cost-effectively fax at volume to anywhere in the world quickly, reliably, and securely from a web interface with no installations needed. With InterFAX, users can choose their pricing package and customize services to their needs using an integrated faxing developer API.
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